
Through enthusiastic support from alumni, faculty, staff, students, parents, 
community members and corporate and foundation partners, The Campaign 

for Drexel reached its record-breaking conclusion on June 30. The 
extraordinary commitment of friends, like you, helped The Future Is a Place 

We Make reach this remarkable milestone. Your impact is profound — 
propelling the aspirations of our students and securing Drexel’s future as an 
innovative leader in higher education. The work goes on — your continued 

partnership can create more opportunities and change more lives. 
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Campaign Results
As the new academic year begins, your support for Campaign priorities such as scholarships 
and professorships, co-op opportunities, research and curricular innovation has propelled 
Drexel’s success and impact. Loyal donors fueled the University’s capacity to prepare students 
for academic and professional success, create solutions to urgent societal challenges, and affect 
positive change for communities in Philadelphia and beyond.

To date, supporters — including more than 42,000 alumni — have helped advance Drexel 
through donations, volunteering, mentoring students and attending events.

SEE THE RESULTS

WATCH THE VIDEO

Helping Design Students Launch Creative Careers
A significant gift from Richard A. Hayne, vice chair of Drexel’s board of trustees and chief 
executive of Urban Outfitters, will support student success across Drexel, including the creation 
of an experiential learning program that will prepare fashion design and other design students at 
the Antoinette Westphal College of Media Arts & Design for careers in retail.

ALT TAG: Fashion design lab at Drexel University 
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READ THE STORY

Advancing Diversity and Inclusion in Law
The generosity of Stephen A. Sheller, Esq., HD ’17 and Sandra Sheller ’04, ’05 will fund an 
initiative at the Thomas R. Kline School of Law to prepare undergraduate students and working 
professionals from underrepresented backgrounds for the study and practice of law through 
workshops, classes and networking programs — at no cost to the participants.

ALT TAG: Group of students working together. 

See How Drexel Is Making the Future
Running less than a minute, our film celebrates the breadth of student ambition, pioneering 
teaching and high-impact research that donor support makes possible across every part of 
the University.

ALT TAG: Philadelphia skyline with video play button. 
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